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This paper poses two questions: why did the equilibrium rate of unemployment rise 
so much  in  the  1970s, and  why  does  unemployment  increase  rapidly  during 
recessions,  but  decrease  so  slowly  in  the  subequent  recovery,  i.e.  why  is 
unemployment persistent?  We find that equilibrium unemployment rose because of 
the economy's inability  to adjust to the adverse  shocks of the time;  employment 
contracted in some sectors but did not expand sufficiently in others.  In answer to 
the second question, we find that the sources of persistence are different for men 
and  women.  Male  unemployment  has  been  persistent  because,  following  a 
recession, employment is created in female dominated sectors, rather than the male 
dominated sectors which experienced the greatest decline in employment.  Female 
unemployment  has been persistent because the growth in the demand for female 
labour  has been  matched  by  the  growth  in  its  supply.  Finally,  we find  that 
recessions  appear to have a permanent  effect on the sectoral  composition  of .the 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Between 1950 and 1974, the average unemployinent rate in Australia was 2.0 per cent 
of the workforce.  Since then, it has been 7.3 per cent.  Even more strikingly, from 
1984 to  1989, einployinent growth averaged 3.5 per cent per year, by far the fastest 
growth in the OECD area.  Yet, at the end of this period, the uilemployinent rate stood 
at 6.2 per cent, higher than following the great ecoiloinic shocks of .the inid 1970s. 
In this paper, we ask why labour market perfonnailce in Australia has deteriorated so 
much; i.e. why, tlle natural rate of unemployment, or alternatively Non  Accelerating 
Inflation Rate of Uneinployineilt (NAIRU), is about six per cent of the labour force, 
when, for many years, it was synonyinous with less than two per cent unemp1oyment.l 
We  also ask why high uileinployineilt is  so persistent,  i.e. why it  rises very  sharply 
during recessions, but falls only slowly during periods of strong ecoilomic growth.2 
1  The terms natural rate of unemployment and NAIRU are often used  interchangeably.  However, 
this usage is incorrect, as the two concepts have different microeconomic foundations.  The natural 
rate  of unemployment  is  based  on  models  of  competitive  goods  and  factor  markets  and  so  it 
represents a Pareto-efficient allocation of resources, subject to the constraints imposed by  labour- 
market regulations,  principal-agent problems, and  so  on.  (See Johnson  and  Layard  (1986) for a 
survey of the determinants and  policy implications of the natural rate.)  The NAIRU,  on the other 
hand, is based  on models of imperfect competition and  therefore does not  imply Pareto-efficiency. 
Thus,  although  both  the  natural  rate  and  the  NAIRU  are defined  as the  rate  of  unemployment 
consistent with constant inflation, their welfare properties are very different.  In this paper we do not 
address the issue of whether the correct terminology is the natural rate or NAIRU and  instead use 
the neutral term "equilibrium rate of unemployment". 
For example, during the recession of  1982-83, the seasonally adjusted unemployment  rate  rose 
from 5.4 per cent in June 198 1 to a peak of 10.4 per cent in  July and  September 1983.  However, in 
the recovery and subsequent period of expansion the trough in unemployment, at 5.9 per cent of the 
workforce, did  not  occur until November  1989.  Persistence is  often used  synonymously with the 
term "hysteresis", but this is not, strictly speaking, correct.  Hysteresis occurs when transitory shocks We examine in detail the recent evolution of einployineilt and unemployment and offer 
a  structural  explanation  for the  deterioration  in  labour  market  performance  evident 
since  the  mid  1970s.  The  data  support  the  view  that  recessions  are  periods  of 
accelerated  structural  change that  impart  asyimnetric effects on  the  labour market, 
namely, the destruction of fi~ll-time  jobs in manufacturing, mostly held by men, and the 
creation of employmeilt  in the service sectors of the  economy.  In the  most  recent 
period  of  sustained  econoinic  growth  fiom  1984  to  1989, these  new  jobs  were 
predomiilantly part-time and filled by woinen entering the labour force.3 
A number of foreign studies, especially of the United  States, have adopted structural 
explanations for a rising natural rate of unemployment.  Summers (1986) finds that the 
secular increase in uileinployrneilt over the period  1965-  1985 was conceiltrated among 
mature married men, job  losers and long term unemployed; associated wit11  this trend 
was a decline in  einployineilt in 11ig11  wage sectors, such as manufacturing.  Murphy 
and Tope1 (1987) exainiile this issue wi'th  an extensive micro  data set which records 
employment,  unemployment  and  eanlings for  540,000  individuals  over  an  18 year 
period.  They find  that  a  decline  in  the  inter-sectoral  mobility  of  workers  leads to 
higher uileinployineilt rates and inore fiequent and longer spells of unemployment.  In a 
follow-up paper, Jul~n,  Murphy and Tope1 (1  99 1) find that the deinaild for less-skilled 
iildividuals  in  the  United  States has  declined  and  that  the  secular increase  in  total 
uilemployment is due to the rise in unemployment for this group. 
In  a  recent  exhaustive  study,  Layard,  Nickell  and  Jackman  (1991)  examine 
unemployment in the OECD countries in terms of a macroeconomic model in which 
which lead to, say, an increase in the unemployment  rate also increase the equilibrium rate.  While 
hysteresis is often thought in practice to be a cause of persistence, unemployment  can be persistent 
even in the absence of hysteretic effects, e.g. when unemployment has an autoregressive root which 
is slightly less than unity.  Indeed, even in the presence of hysteresis, it  is possible, though not very 
likely,  that  unemployment  can  quickly  return  to (just  above) its  pre-shock  level,  and  so  not  be 
persistent, in the sense of being above its equilibrium rate for a long period of time. 
The existence, or otherwise, of hysteresis  is  really just  a technical  issue  regarding  the time-series 
properties  of the  unemployinent  data.  While  important  in  some contexts,  this  issue  is  not  our 
concern in this paper.  The interesting econo~nic  issue, which we examine in detail, is the cause of 
persistence in unemployment.  See Bean (1992) for a survey of some models of persistence. 
3  A part-time job is defined to be one where less than 35 hours per week are worked unemployment  is  determined,  inter alia, by  price  and  wage  setting  behaviour  in 
imperfectly  competitive  goods  and  labour  markets.  They  attribute  differences  in 
unemployment  between  countries to  the  extent of  inter-firm co-ordination  in  price 
setting,  and  inter-union  co-ordination  in  wage-setting  (more co-ordination  leads  to 
less unemployment);  to  the  design  of systems of unemployment benefits  and  their 
effects  on  the  job-search  incentives  of  the  unemployed;  and  to  a  host  of  other 
variables.  Among other results, this study finds that Australia has a high degree of 
real wage rigidity, implying that adverse shocks (for example, to productivity) lead 
to large increases in the Australian NAIRU. 
Our examiilatioil of the  Australian  data leads us  to  support the  argument  made  by 
Gregory (199 I), that a complete analysis of einploy~nent  and unemployment requires 
separate scn~tiily  of four distinct labour markets; for inen and women, and for full-time 
and part-time jobs'.  We extend Gregory's study by examiiliilg these labour markets in 
terms  of the  gross  flows into,  out  of, and withill  the  labour forces;  the  duration  of 
unemployment; and the evolution of employment, productivity and earnings in different 
sectors of the economy. 
Briefly  su~mnarised,  we find that the rise in  the  equilibrium uilemployineilt rate that 
began  in  the inid  1970s was due to the economy's inability to  adjust to the adverse 
shocks of the time.  We also find that the sources of persisteilce ill uile~nployinent are 
different for inen and women.  Male uneinploy~nent  is persistent because employment 
has inaiilly grown in sectors that einploy women, not men.  Feinale u~leinploy~neilt  has 
been persistent because the growth in demand for female labour has been matched by 
the growth in  its supply.  Finally, we find that recessioils  appear to have permanent 
effects  on  the  sectoral  coinpositioil  of the  economy,  i.e. recessioils  are periods  of 
accelerated structural change. 
Gregory, McMahon and Whittingha~n  (1985) examine in  detail develop~nents  in  the fernale labour 
market in the period 1966 to 1982. 
5  See Blanchard  and Diamond (1990,1992) for analyses of the labour market flows in  the United 
States. The  remainder  of  the  paper  is  organised  as  follows.  Section  2  presents  some 
elementary  facts on  employment, unemployment  and  labour force participation.  In 
Section 3 we examine the data on gross flows and duration of unemployment, whle in 
Section 4 we look at disaggregated data on employment and unemployment by sector. 
An  evaluation and summary of the paper are presented in Section 5. 
2. SOME FACTS 
Figure  1 shows the aggregate unemployment rate fiom 1950 to 19926.  Three distinct 
regimes  are apparent.  The first was between  1950 and  1973, when  unemployment 
cycled around an equilibrium of about two per cent of the workforce.  The second was 
between 1974 and  198  1, when the unemployment rate increased steadily to about 6.0 
per cent.  There were no apparent cycles during this time, suggesting this rise reflected 
an increase in the equilibrium rate of unemployment.  Finally, there has been the period 
since 1982.  Unemployment rose sharply during the recession of 1982-83, peaking at 
10.0 per  cent  of the  workforce.  It  then  declined  slowly  over the  remainder  of the 
1980s, falling to 6.0 per cent in 1989, and has since again increased rapidly, averaging 
10.7 per cent in 1992. 
However, the aggregate numbers mask considerable differences in the unemployment 
experiences  of  men  and  women,  on  the  one  hand,  and  of  hll-time  and  part-time 
workers, on the other.  We show this in Figure 2, which plots the full-time and part- 
time unemployment rates for men and women fiom 1966 to 1992.7 Two observations 
can  be  made  about  full-time  ui~employment rates.  First,  the  two  full-time 
ullemployment rates closely track the aggregate unemployment rate shown in Figure 1. 
Second,  the  full-time  unemployment  rate  for  women  has,  until  recently,  been 
considerably higher than for men.  The recent downturn in the economy, however, has 
seen a narrowing of ths  difference. 
6 The 1992 data in this section are the simple average of seasonally adjusted data up to and including 
September 1992. Data for other years are the quarterly averages of unadjusted data up to 1978 and 
the monthly averages of unadjusted data from 1978 to 1991. 
7 That is, the unemployment rates for men  and women seeking full-time work, and part-time work, 
respectively. Figure 1: Unemployment Rate 1950-1992 
Yo 
Source: The Labour Force :  A~rslralia,  ABS Cat. Nos 6203.0 ad  6204.0, Fosler atid Slewart 
(1991). 
The two bottom panels show the unemployment rates of those people seeking part time 
work. Here, the differences between men and woineil are quite marked.  While both 
part-time unemployinent rates have trended upwards, and show less cyclical variation 
than fiill-time rates,s the slight upward trend in women's part-time uneinployment rate 
is much less pronounced than for the other tlu-ee categories. 
Figure 3 puts these comparative unen~ployinent  rates into some perspective by showing 
the nuinbers of uileinployed in  each category.  The greatest proportioilate increase in 
the number of unemployed has occurred in the fiill-time male labour market.  The 1992 
level of uiiemployinent is fourtee11 times the level in  1966, while the rate of increase in 
.the nun-lber of unemployed  females seeking either part-tiine  or full-time employment 
has  been  roughly  half  of  this.  However,  the  fact  that  the  part-tiine  female 
unemployment  rate was relatively  stable over this period  suggests that  a  sub  st antial 
increase in both the deinaiid and supply of part-tiine women's labour. 
The part-time unemployment  rate for Inen  was inexplicably high between  1972 and  1977.  This 
probably reflects problerns in the data.  A new and comprehensive monthly labour force survey began 
in February 1978; the data from this survey are likely to be more reliable than earlier data. Figure 2: Unemployment Rates by Gender and Type of Work Sought 
1966-1992 
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Source: The Lnbo~rr  Force :  A~rstrnli~~,  ABS CCI~.  No. 6203.0. Figure 3: Unemployment Numbers by Gender and Type of Work Sought 
1966-1992 
Source: The Labour Force :  Australia, ABS Cat. No.  6203.0. The uileinployineilt  data therefore  imply  that  developineilts in  the  aggregate labour 
market have been dominated by the fi~ll-time  inale and part-time feinale markets.  This 
suppositioil is confinned in Figure 4, which plots the proporiioil of total uneinployineilt 
accounted for by  each category. Full-time inale unemployment, as a proportioil of the 
total has, since 1983, shown exactly the same pattern as the aggregate unemploymeilt 
rate.  Part-time  female uileinployineilt has  shown the  opposite  pattern,  falling as  a 
proportion of aggregate uneinployinent during recessioils and rising during periods of 
strong employment growth, reflecting the well-known pro-cyclical nature of women's 
labour  supply.  I11  trend  tenns,  full-time  male  unemployment  has  been  steadily 
increasiilg as a proporiioil of tlne  total, while the fiactioils accounted for by full  and 
part-time feinale unemployment have decreased.  Part-time inale unemployment has 
remained steady at about five per cent of total unemployment. 
Furtlier insight illto feinale uileinployineilt can be gained by separately consideriilg tlne 
uilemployineilt rates of inarried and unmarried woinen.9 Tlnis is done in Figure 5.  The 
lower left quadrant shows tlnat, since 1966, tlne uileinployineilt rate for married womeil 
seeking part-tiine work has slnown virtually no  trend increase, and very little cyclical 
variation, implying tlnat  tlne part-tiine inarried woinen's participation rate is stroilgly pro 
cyclical, albeit around a rising trend. 
The married women's filll-time unemployment rate, in contrast, exhibits a slight upward 
trend,  whicli clearly  follows  tlne  aggregate wneinployinent  cycle,  altl~ougl~  both  the 
cyclical peaks and average ~ui~einployineint  are relatively low.  011 the other hand, both 
the filll-time and part-tiine unemployment rates for ~uninarried  woineii have shown large 
secular increases and a strong cyclical effect.  In  1992, the u~unarried  women's full- 
time uileinployineilt rate was a very high  16 per cent, and  [he part-tiine rate  11 per 
cent, coinpared wit11 a rate of four per cent for inarried woineil looking for part-tiine 
work and eight per cent for those seeking full-time employment. 
9  Despite the fact that, until  recently, the participation rate for married wolnen was less than for 
unmarried women (until the inid  1970s, inuch less), inarried wolnen always made up a majority of 
the female  labour  force,  over  the  period  1966-1992.  This  was because  there  were  many  more 
married than unmarried wolnen of working age.  (Foster and Stewart (199 l), Table 4.4, pl52). Figure 4: Proportion of Unemployment by Gender and Type of Work Sought 
1966-1992 
Source: The Labortr Force :  Artstralia, ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. Figure 5: Female UnempIoyrnent Rates by Marital Status and Type of Work 
Sought: 1966-1992 
MARRIED  UNMARRlED 
Source: The Labour Force :  Auslralia, ABS  Ca!. No.  6203.0. 
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I  I  T  T There are probably two reasoils for these large differences.  The first is that u~lnmrried 
woinen  are  disproportionately  youilg  women,  and  so  the  uneinployment  rates  for 
unmarried women reflect the very high rates of youth uilemploy~nent  generally.10  The 
second  is  that  unmarried  women,  by  definition,  do  not  have  spouses  who  are 
(probably) working and so are less able to leave the labour force when jobs are scarce 
and re-enter it at a inore favourable time in the busiiless cycle. 
In Figure 6 we plot the full-time and part-tiine einployineilt of men and women.  Most 
striking is women's part-time employment, which grew by 281 per cent over the period 
1966-1992,  coinpared  with  the  anaemic  23  per  cent  growth  in  full-time  male 
employment.  The  increase  in  growth in  the fonner category, and  slowdowi~  in  the 
latter, begail in the inid 1970s. 
The share of each category in  total einployinent is shown in Figure 7.  Full-time inale 
employment as a share of the total has  declined steadily, with  the  opposite true for 
part-time  woinen.  Full-time female einployineilt has  constailtly been  around 25 per 
cent of the total, while the share of part-time male employment has risen constantly, 
but  only to  about six per cent in  1992.  The share of part-time  einployment overall 
increased froin  10.0  per cent ill 1966 to 23.5 per cent ill 1992. 
In Table  1 we coinpare the  loss of einployinent in the two recessions,  1982-83 and 
1990-92.  Clearly, the bulk of the job losses ill the two recessioils has been borne by 
inen working fiill-time.  Part-time einployineilt of both men and women has increased 
in  the latest downturn, as it  did  in  1982-83.  However, this possibly reflects  some 
underemployment, wit11 finns cutting the hours worked by some employees.  l1 
10  In  1991, 21.7 per cent of 15-19 year old women in  the labour force were unemployed, while the 
unemployment rate for all women was 9.2 per cent. 
11  The number of people working part-time but who would prefer to work more hours increased 
signficantly in  1990 and 1991. Figure 6: Employment by Gender and Type of Work 
1966-1  992 
Source: The Laborrr Force :  A~rstmlia,  ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. 
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FULL-TIME Figure 7: Proportion of Employment by Gender and Type of Work 
1966-1992 
Source: The Labo~lr  Force :  Australia, ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. Table 1: Change in Total Employment in the Recessions 1982-83 and 1990-92 
('000) 
Males  Males  Females  Females 
Full-Time  Part-Time  Full-Time  Part-Time  Total 
Jan. 82-April 83*  -199.7  31.4  -55.6  10.6  -213.3 
July 90-July 91  *  -231.1  25.7  -102.6  3.4  -304.6 
July 91-July 92"  -27.7  67.1  -1.7  83.6  121.3 
Note: The data in this table are seasonally adjusted, and I*' denotes peak to trough. 
Source: The Labour Force :  A~rstralia,  ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. 
Figure  8 decomposes feinale employment.  Here we  can  see that  the  bulk  of the 
increase in women's employment, both full-time and part-time, went to married women. 
(However, full-time einployinent of married woinen actually fell slightly between 1974 
and 1983, while it increased by 23 per cent for uillnarried women.) 
In  Figures  9  and  10 we  show  participation  rates  -  the  proportion  of  the  civilian 
population in each category aged 15 years and over that is in the labour force, either 
employed  or  unemployed.  The  decreasing  participation  of  men,  and  increasing 
participation of women, is a well-documented  fact (Chapman 1990).  Figure 9 shows 
that the fall in male participation has been due to the decrease in full-time participation, 
as part-time participation has increased.  These changes began  in the inid  1970s, no 
doubt largely caused by the decline in the growth of full-time male employment.  The 
increase  in  feinale  participation  has  been  largely  due  to  an  increase  in  part-time 
participation,  which  doubled  over  ,the  26  year  period  to  1992,  while  full-time 
participation  remained  at  about  30 per  cent.  However, Figure  10 shows that  this 
constancy was  the  result  of  offsetting  factors:  participation  for  full-time  unmarried 
women  fell  secularly, probably  due to  increased retention rates in  scl~ools,  while  it 
increased for the .three other categories. Figure 8: Female Employment by Marital Status and Type of Work 
1966-1992 
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Source: The Labour Force :  Azlstl*alia,  ARS Cot. No. 6203.0. Figure 9: Participation Rates by Gender and Type of Work 
1966-1  992 
Source: The Labour Force :  A~~stralia,  ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. 
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Source: ne  Lnbour Force :  Australin, ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. The general picture that emerges from this overview is that the important  changes to 
employment, participation and uileillploymeilt in Australia over the past 26 years or so 
have  been  driven by trends  in  the  markets  for  full-time  male  and  part-time  female 
workers.  We will  elaborate this  theme  tl~oughout  the  paper  as we  examine gross 
labour market flows, unemployment duration, and eillployinent and unemployment  by 
sector. 
3. GROSS LABOUR MARKET FLOWS AND THE DURATION OF 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
Our  analysis  of  gross  flows begins  with  the  identity  defining  the  steady  state,  or 
equilibrium,  unemployment rate 12, 
where U is the number of people unemployed at ally point in time, N is the size of the 
labour force at that point in time, and S is number of people who become uileinployed 
during an interval of time, coin~lloilly  known as the inflow into unemployment.  Thus, 
we define the steady state uneinployineilt rate to be equal to the rate at which people 
enter  unemployment,  S/N, multiplied  by  U/S, the  average  time  that  people  remain 
unemployed i  .  e., the average duration of unemployment. 
In the steady state, the outflow from unemployment, denoted H, is equal to the inflow, 
S.  Therefore we can rewrite equation (1) as, 
where  WU  is  the  rate  at  which  people  leave  u~lemploy~neilt  i.e., .the outflow  rate. 
Thus, the equilibrium rate of unemployment  at ally point  in  time will increase eitlier 
because of an increase in the inflow rate or a decrease ill the outflow rate; the latter is 
equivalent to an increase in the average duration of unemployment. 
l2 This exposition closely follows Layard et al. (1991). Over any period of time, gross flows between the four states of the labour inarket i.e., 
full-time and part-time employment, unemployment and not in the labour force, can be 
quite large relative to the stocks of these variables, and especially large relative to the 
net change in the stocks.  To see this, consider Table 2 which contains data on the 
inflows and outflows that occurred in August 199 1.  The table is read as follows.  The 
entries 111  the rows marked FTE, for example, are the numbers of people in each of the 
four labour inarket  categories this month who  were  in  full-time employment  in  the 
previous month.  The sum of the entries in the FTE rows, therefore, is total full-time 
employineilt in July  1991.  The entries in the colum~s  marked FTE are the number of 
people  who  remained  in  full-time employment or moved  into  full-time  employment 
from part-time employment, uileinployinent or outside the labour force.  The suin of the 
entries in the FTE columns, therefore, is the number of people who  were employed 
filll-time in August 1  99 1  . 
Table 2: Gross Flows, August 1991, ('000) 
-  -  -  -  - 
From\To  FTE  PTE  UE  NILF 
FTE  3084.5  51.9  42.4  36.5 
Males  PTE  52.4  207.9  19.0  28.4 
UE  39.9  19.6  261.8  41.7 
NILF  26.9  32.6  49.9  1140.9 
FTE  1363.4  81.7  9.8  25.1 
Females  PTE  85.4  865.9  22.4  69.1 
UE  16.1  28.0  139.5  55.0 
NILF  22.8  91.5  54.8  2333.2 
Note: FTE = Full-Time Employment, PTE = Part-Time Employment, UE = Unemployed, NILF = 
Not in the Labour Force 
Source: The Labour Force :  A~lsfralia,  ABS Ccrf. No. 6203.0. 
According to Table 2, 200,300 of the 601,600 people who were unemployed in July 
199  1 were no longer unemployed in August, either because  they found  employment 
(103,600)  or  left  the  labour  force  (96,700).  They  also  show  that  198,300 people 
became unemployed in August, either because they quit, were retrenched or otherwise 
left their jobs  (93,600), or entered the labour force without finding a job  (104,700). The net  effect  of these  changes was a red~~ction  in  uneinployinent  of 2000 people, 
which is very sinall compared with the size of the flows. 
Similarly, Table 2 shows that 277,400 people who were not employed in the previous 
month became einployed in August 1991, while 252,700 people who were einployed in 
July  either  became  uneinployed  or  left  the  labour  force.  The  net  increase  in 
einployinent  was  therefore  24,700,  again  very  small  coinpared  with  the  flows. 
Moreover, there were large flows within the stock of employed people:  133,600 left 
full-time einployinent and found part-time jobs, while 137,800 did the reverse.13 
The implied stocks of einployed and uileinployed derived froin the gross flow data will 
be  substantially  smaller than  the  direct  (and  more  accurate)  estimates found  at  the 
beginning  of the  inonthly  labour  force  survey  (The Labour Force:  Australia, ABS 
Catalogue  No.  6203.0).  For  example,  according to  Table  2,  there  were  373,100 
unemployed males in August 199  1, a number fouild by summing the first four elements 
of the third  colum~.  The corresponding nuinber in the first table of the labour force 
survey was 502,600. 
The reason for this large discrepancy is that data on month to month flows can only be 
collected froin respondents who are surveyed in coilsecutive months.  However, each 
month  one ho~isehold  in  eight  is  dropped  froin  the  survey  and  replaced  by  a  new 
housel~old; this reduces the size of the sample froin which flow data can be obtained 
and  so  increases  the  random  sampling  error  of the  flow  estimates.  What  is  more 
important, is that roughly an additional 10 per cent of respondents canllot be matched 
from  month  to  month  because  they  have  moved  or  are no  longer  living  in  private 
dwellings; these people have to be excluded because they have characteristics different 
froin the average and ,their inclusion  would  introduce  a  sample selection bias  to  the 
estimated flows.14  Moreover, the number of such people varies slightly from month to 
l3 These figures ought to be interpreted with some caution as they are not seasonally adjusted  and 
labour force flows are subject to significant seasonal variation.  However, the gross flows are always 
large relative to the net flows, regardless of the seasonal pattern. 
14  This problem has been recognised in  American data by Abowd and Zellner (1985) who propose a 
statistical method to correct it.  However, the necessary inforination  (based  on re-interviews) does 
not exist in Australia. month,  and  so the  implied  stocks for a given month in  consecutive montlls  are not 
consistent.  15 
Table 3: Conditional Probabilities, August 1991 
From\To  FTE  PTE  UE  NILF 
FTE  0.959  0.016  0.013  0.01  1 
Males  PTE  0.170  0.676  0.062  0.092 
UE  0.1 10  0.054  0.72  1  0.1 15 
NILF  0.022  0.026  0.040  0.9 13 
FTE  0.921  0.056  0.017  0.027 
Females  PTE  0.082  0.830  0.02 1  0.067 
NILF  0.009  0.037  0.022  0.932 
Note: FTE = Full-Time Employment, PTE = Part-Time Employment, UE = Unemployed, NILF = 
Not in the Labour Force 
Source:  The Labozlr fir-ce :  Az~stralia,  ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. 
We correct for these problelns by dividing the  level of each flow by the  suin of the 
elements of each row in which it appears, as shown in  Table 3.  The entries in this 
table  can be  interpreted as the probability  of being  in a  given  state,  coilditioilal  on 
being in  a particular  state in ,the previous month.  Thus, for men, the probability  of 
being in full-time einployineilt in August  199  1 if they were uileinployed .the  previous 
month was 0.1  10.  The remaiiliilg inen were either employed part-time, remained  in 
The  problem  is  especially troublesome when  the  size of the  labour  force  is  revised  following a 
census.  During this time, one quarter,  rather  than  one eighth, of the households in the survey is 
dropped from the sample.  For this reason, the gross flow data from September to December 1987 
should be treated with particular caution. 
l5  For example, the data in Table 2 iinply that there were 363,000 unemployed males in July 1991, a 
number found by  summing the entries in the row marked UE.  If we were to sum the UE column 
using flow data for July, we ought to arrive at the same total.  In fact, the number is 369,000. unemployment, or inoved out of the labour force in August 1991.  The probabilities of 
these events were 0.054, 0.721 and 0.1 15, respectively. 
In  Figures  11 to  14 we plot  a  time  series  of each  of the  conditioilal  probabilities 
illustrated in Table 2.  The data nm from 1981 to  1991 and are the aimual averages of 
the monthly probabilities.  The notation used is that of a conditional probability  e.g., 
Pr(UE1FT) is the probability  of being uileinployed  given full-time employment  in the 
previous period. 
Figure  11 shows the evolution of the conditional probabilities of moving to and froin 
unemployment.  Several interesting patterns in .the data are evident: 
the  probability  of  inen  moving  froin  uilemployinent  to  fi~ll-time employment 
declined  quite  sharply  during  the  recession  of  1982-83  and,  consistent  with 
persistence in inale unemployment, only recovered very slightly during the ensuing 
six years of strong ecoi~oinic  growth.  This probability  again declined significantly 
during 1990 and 1991, suggesting that, if the patterm of 1984-89 is repeated during 
the next period of ecoiloinic expansion, ally decline in uneinployinent is likely to be 
modest; 
the  probability  of inen  exiting  uileinployineilt  by  leaving  the  labour  force  rose 
significantly in the period 1984-1989; 
woineil appear to  be much inore likely  than  rneil  to exit  from  uileinployineilt  by 
leaving the labour force; about 25 per  cent of uileinployed  woinen have done so 
each month.  Woinen have also been inore likely to leave uneinployineilt by finding 
a part-time job, but less likely to leave unemployment by finding a full-time job; 
for both inen and women, the probability of reinailling uilemployed from one month 
to  the  next  rises  sharply during recessioils but  falls oilly  slowly  thereafter,  again 
consistei-rt with persistence in  ~~neinployment.  The level  of the series for men is 
higher than for women, inainly reflecting the greater tendency  of woinen to  leave 
the labour force rather than stay unemployed; and 
the  probability  of  men  eilterii~g  unen~ployinent froin  part-time  employineilt  has 
varied with the uileinployineilt cycle around an average of about five per cent, while for women, this probability has been quite stable at about two per cent.  For both 
men  and  women,  the  probability  of  entering  uneinployineilt  from  part-time 
employinent is greater than from full-time employment. 
Figire  12  shows  the  conditional  probabilities  of  moving  to  and  froin  full-time 
employment.  The major points to note are: 
the probabilities of inen moving froin full-time einployinent to another state of the 
labour  market  are  small  and  have  not  moved  much  over  time,  although  the 
probability  of  moving  from  filll-time  einployineilt  to  part-time  einployinent  has 
shown a slight upward trend; 
the  likelihood  of  womeil  moving  froin  filll-time  to  part-time  employment  has 
increased over time,  offsetting a fall in the probability of moving froin fi~ll-time 
einployineilt to outside the labour force; and 
for  men,  but  not  women,  there  is  a  clear  dowilward  trend  in  the  likelihood  of 
moviilg  froin  part-time  einployineilt  or  outside  the  labour  force  to  full-time 
employment. 
In Figure  13 we plot the probabilities of moving to and from part-time  employment. 
Note: 
the  secularly decliiliilg exit rate from part-time employineilt to  outside the labour 
force for women and from part-time to full-time einployment for men; 
the trend increases in the likelihood of reinailling in part-time employment for both 
men  and woineil i.e. part-time  employees are keeping  their jobs  for increasingly 
lengthy periods, perhaps reflecting the  growing importance  of  "permanent" part- 
time work; 
the sharp increase, from 1984 to  1989, in the likelihood of both men  and woinen 
moving from uileinployineilt to part-time einployment; and Figure 11: Probability of Moving to and from Unemployment by Gender 
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Source: lhc  Labolrr Force :  Airsfralia, ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. the trend increase in the probability of women entering part-time einployineilt fi-om 
outside the labour force.  Although this increase appears to be small the implied 
flows, in absolute terms, are large. 
Finally, in Figure 14, we plot the conditional probabilities of exiting and entering the 
labour force.  The two top panels show the probability of entering the labour force.  Of 
note is the  increasing probability  of women  inoviilg straight into the unemploy~nent 
pool.  The probability of remaining outside the labour force is shown in the two middle 
panels.  Of note  is  the  decline  in  this probability  for women,  consistent  with  their 
increased participation in the labour force. 
Figures 11 to 14 suggest that the slow decline in uileinployineilt followiilg the 1982-83 
recession was due to two factors: 
the exit rate of inen fi-oin uneinployineilt to full-time elnploymeilt did not recover its 
pre-1982 level ;  and 
the increases in  female einployineilt were largely offset by  the increased rates of 
entry of woinen illto the labour force. 
We cannot  directly test whether the cause of the increase in the equilibrium rate of 
unemployineilt during the 1970s was an increase in the rate of entry to unemployment, 
or  a  decrease  in  the  exit  rate,  since  gross  flow  data  do  not  exist  for  .that time. 
However, we do have data on average duration of iilcoinplete spells of uilemployment 
frorn 1966 to 1991. They are shown in Figure 15. 
This graph suggests that decreases in exit rates were the primary cause of increases in 
the equilibrium rate of une~nployineilt  in the mid 1970s, since average duration started 
to increase rapidly precisely  at that time.  In some respects, however, these data call 
give a misleading picture of the state of the labour market.  For example, the average 
illcomplete  spell of ~~neinployment  can be iilcreasiilg when unemploymeilt  is falling, 
e.g. between 1983 and 1989, when the unemploy~neilt  rate fell by over four percentage 
points, this average increased froin 37.9 weeks to 45.7 weeks.  This is because exit 
rates frorn u~leinployine~lt  decline as the duration of uileinployineilt increases i.e., those who leave uileinployinent first are generally those people who have been uneinployed 
the  least  amouilt  of tiine.16 As  unemployinent  falls, therefore,  only  the  longer  tenn 
unemployed remain, and so the average diiratioil of the stock of existing uileinployed 
increases.  Conversely,  because  there  were  inany  new  entrants  to  unemployment, 
average duration during the recessioil years 1990 and 1991 was less than in 1989.17 
Figure 15: Average Duration of Unemployment 1966 to 1991 
weeks 
Source: The Labour Forcr :  Al~slralitr,  ABS Cal. No. 6203.0, Fosler al~dSleruart,  (1991). 
Another problein with the duration data is that some of them are wrong.  For example, 
it  is  often  the  case  that  there  are  inore  people  who  report  that  they  have  been 
uileinployed  between  52  and  65  weeks  than  who,  13  weeks  earlier,  had  been 
uileinployed  between  39  and  52 weeks, which  is  an arithmetic  impossibility.  The 
solution to  this  paradox  appears  to  be  that,  when  asked how  long  they  have been 
lG  See Fahrer and Pease (1992) for some recent evidence on the relationship between exit rates and 
duration of unemployment. 
17  A related problem is that the average complete duration of current spells of unemployment almost 
always exceeds the average duration  of completed  spells.  This is  because  the former is  heavily 
weighted by the long term unemployed. unemployed, respondents to the labour force survey "cluster" their answers around six 
months, 12 inoixths, 18 months etc, distorting the true duration data.18 
One statistic less prone to these difficulties is the median duration of unemployment, 
shown in Figure 16.  For men seeking filll-time work, this duration clearly follows the 
uneinploy~nent  cycle, as do the median durations of inen looking for part-time work 
and  women  looking for filll-time employment.  Also  of interest  is the  fact that  the 
median duration  of uneinployinent  for those  people  searching  for part-time  work is 
significantly less than for those pursui~lg  filll-time employment.  However, for men, this 
difference  is  not  reflected  in  the  differences  between  part-time  and  full-time 
uneinployment  rates.  This is consistent with  median male duration being much  less 
than average duration,  since it  is the latter (given  entry  rates)  wl~icl~  determines  the 
equilibrium uilelnployinent rate. 
These facts confirm that, for men, long tenn unemployment is a serious problem.  Also 
consistent with this suggestion is that, following the recession  of 1982-83, male full- 
time  median  duration  peaked  only  in  1985.  Figure  17  shows  that  long  term 
unemployineilt did indeed become inore of a problem during the 1980s.  The recession 
of the early 1980s led to a very large increase in long tenn uneinployinent for filll-time 
males as a proportion of total une~nployinent  for this group.L9 
This  increase  also  helps  explain  the  existence  of  persistence  in  unemployment. 
According to Figure 17, a recession leads to a more than proportionate increase in the 
number of long tenn unemployed.  Since the long teim unemployed have low exit rates, 
the  average  exit  rate  for  all  unemployed  people  falls  in  a  recession,  slowing  ally 
subsequeilt fall in the uileinployinent rate. 
18  This tendency  has been  noted by  Junankar  and  Kapunscinski (1990) and  in American data by 
Akerlof and Yellen (1985). 
19  See Chapman, Junankar and Kapuscinski (1 992) for a recent analysis of long-term unemployment 
in Australia. Figure 16: Median Duration of Unemployment 
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Source: The Lcrborir /;or-ce :  A~isti~crlicr,  ARS Ccrt. No. 6203.0. Indeed, it is possible that this persistence could permanently affect average exit rates; 
in  other  words,  recessiolls  might  lead  not  only  to  temporary,  cyclically  high 
unemployment,  but  a higher  equilibrium rate  of unemployment  as well.  Consistent 
with this conclusion is the fact, shown in Figure 11, that the recession of 1982-83 led 
to  a permanent  fall in  the coilditional probability of unelnployed inen  obtaining fiill- 
time  employment.  Other  things  equal,  this  would  have  pennailently  increased  the 
une~nployment  rate of inen looking for full-time work. 
4. EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGES BY SECTOR 
Thus far we have described, in  coilsiderable detail, the differences in the pattenls of 
employineilt and unemployment for inen and women,  and for fiill-time and part-time 
workers.  In this section, we show that the principal cause of these differences has been 
the relative decline during the 1970s of those sectors where inale employment has been 
largest, principally ~nanufacturing  and constr~ictioil  and the quite substantial increases 
in employment which have occurred in the service sectors; however, new einployees in 
these industries (largely woineil working part-time) have tended to come to these jobs 
from outside the labour force.  Thus, increases  in  employment have resulted in oilly 
inodest corresponding reductions in uneinployinent.20 
Figire 18 shows employineilt levels by sector, over ,the period  1966 to  199  1, for men 
and woinen, respectively.  The inajor points to note are: 
the decline in manufacturing ernployinent which peaked, in absolute terms, in  1973 
for  inen  and  1974  for  women.  As  a  result,  manufacturing's  share  of  total 
employinent has fallen over this period froin about 27 per cent to  18 per  cent for 
inen and from 2 1 per cent to 10 per cent for women; 
the fall in coilstr~iction  employment for inen from 1975 to 1983 .  Not until 1989 did 
male ernployineilt in this sector recover its 1975 level.  Coilstr~iction  einployinent is 
20  Gregory (1991) estimates that, over the period  1966-1988, 58 per  cent of new male jobs  were 
filled from the male unemployment  pool, while only 23 per cent of new female jobs  were filled by 
unemployed women. also llighly cyclical, recording large falls in  1982-83, strong growth froin  1984 to 
1989, and large falls again recently; 
the rapid increase in employment in finance21 and coinrnunity services.  The finance 
sector einployed just  over five per cent of men in  1966 but nearly  10 per cent of 
men in  199  1 . For women, the proportioils were eight per cent and 13 per cent.  The 
proportioil of inen einployed in coimnuility services increased over this period from 
just under six per cent to nearly 11 per cent, while for womeil the increase was from 
nearly 20 per cent to nearly 30 per cent; and 
0  the declining iinportance of agricultural employment for men.  Nearly 11 per cent of 
men were einployed in agriculture in 1966; this figure fell to seven per cent in 199  1. 
Figure  18  gives  us  some  insight  into  the  cause  of  the  rise  in  the  equilibrium 
unemployment rate that begail around 1974, and continued until the end of the 1970s. 
As  we  have  noted,  male  einployineilt  in  manufacturing  and  constn~ction  recorded 
negative  growth  during this  time.  A fall in  einployineilt  in  a particular  sector  (or 
sectors) should not in itself lead to growing unemployment, provided that other sectors 
expand at the same time, and there is no skills mismatch which prevents surplus labour 
in  one  sector  froin  being  einployed  elsewhere.  Indeed,  such  a  change  would  be 
expected  -  and  desirable  -  as  a  part  of  any  economy's  ilonnal  path  of  stn~ctural 
adjustment.  Employn~ent  in agriculture, for example, fell by over 10 per cent between 
1366 and 1974 with no discernible effect on the uileinployinent rate.  However, after 
1974 no other sectors expanded sufficieiltly quickly to absorb the excess male labour; 
the coilsequeilt slow down in  einployineilt growth led to an increase in  uneinployinei~t 
duratioil and hence in the eqi.lilibrium rate of male unemployment. 
Female einployineilt in inailufacturiilg also started to fall in the inid 1970s.  Unlike the 
male labour market, employment in one iinportailt sector - coilm~ui~ity  services - grew 
strongly,  but  still  insufficiently  to  absorb  the  excess  feinale  labour,  which  was 
exacerbated by fast growth in the feinale labour supply during this time. 
21  "Finance" is actually "finance, property and business services" which, among others, includes real 
estate agents, property valuers and business services such as accountancy, advertising etc.. Figure 18: Employment by Sector: 1966-1991 
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Source: The Labolir Force :  Alistralia. ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. Thus, it would appear that the rise in the equilibrium rate of unemployment that was 
triggered in the inid 1970s was due to the economy's inability to adapt to the shocks of 
the time.  These have been well-documented elsewhere (see e.g. Gregory and Duncan 
(1979), and comrneilts on their paper).  In particular, the very rapid  increase in real 
wages, relative to both labour productivity and the cost of capital, appears to have been 
the  crucial  iilfluence  in  initially  increasing  the  rate  of  uneinployinent22.  More 
fundamentally,  however,  it  was the  inability  of real  wages to  adjust  downwards  in 
response to adverse shocks (such as the slowdown in productivity growtl~  which began 
at  this  tiine  in  Australia,  and  the  rest  of the  world)  which  raised  the  equilibrium 
unemployment rate.23 
Apart fioin the real wage effects, it might be argued that the decline in manufacturing 
employineilt was in part  caused by the 23 percent  fall  in  effective assistailce to that 
sector which occurred in  1973174.24  In Section 4.1 we arpe  that there is in fact no 
simple  causation  nullling  fioin  falls  in  inailufacturing  protection  to  falls  in 
manufacturiilg employment.  Moreover, cuts in protectioil to one sector sl~ould  have no 
lasting influence on aggregate unemployment, provided  that  the economy inakes the 
necessary  structural  adjustments.  Thus, if sector-specific  shocks do  have persistent 
effects on uneinployinent, the problem lies not in the occurreilce of the shocks per se, 
but  in  the  impediments  to  the  flows  of  resources  fioin  declining  to  incipiently 
expailding sectors. 
Figures 19 and 20 decoinpose the sectoral einployineilt figures into fi~ll-time  and part- 
time, over the period 1978 to 199  1. Note: 
. the  slow growth  in  fi~ll-time  male  employment.  The only  sectors  to  record  any 
appreciable growth were coilzinuility  services and finance, and to  a lesser extent, 
wholesale and retail trade; 
22  Real unit labour costs increased by  four per cent in each of the financial years  1973174 and  1974175. 
(Foster and Stewart (l991), Table 4.17). 
23  For econometric evidence on this issue, see Layard et al. (1991), Chapter 9. 
24  Effective  rates  of assistance  are  published  in  the  annual  reports  of  the  Industries  Assistance 
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--  50 the doubling of part-time male employinent  in wholesale and retail trade and the 
growtll in part-time male einployineilt in recreation  (but the absolute iluinbers  are 
small); 
tlle  increased  ilumber  of woineil  employed  full-time  in  coimnunity  services  and 
finance; and 
. tlle very large rise in part-time female einployineilt in finance, cormnullity services 
and wllolesale  and retail trade.  By  1991, these last two categories accounted for 
nearly 60 per cent of part-time feinale employment.  In contrast, the growth in full- 
time feinale einploymeilt in  coinlnunity services and wllolesale and retail trade was 
much smaller. 
An elementary, but nonetheless useful, method for interpreting these facts is to assume 
that  sectoral  einployinent  levels  are  determined  by  tlle  intersectiorl  of a  downward 
sloping demand for labour curve and an upward slopiilg supply curve.  We can then 
attribute declining einploymeilt over time to one of two factors: either inward shifts of 
the demand curve that may be due to factors such as declining demand for that sector's 
output; or inward shifts of tlle supply curve, due to decliiling nuinbers of people with 
tlle requisite skills or desire to work in that sector, for example.  Similarly, increases in 
employinent could be the result of outward shifts of tlle deinand curve for labour, e.g. 
financial deregulation in  tlle  1980s could plausibly  have led to both increases in the 
demand for financial services and the number of people supplying them; or they could 
be tlle result of exogenous increases in labour supply, e.g. the steadily increased labour 
force participation of married women. 
By  examining the joint  inoveinent  of wages  and  employment,  we  can ascertain the 
relative iinportailce of these forces in the determination of sectoral employment.  Shifts 
of tlle demand curve will result  in einployineilt and wage levels moving in the  same 
direction,  while  shifts  in  ,the supply  curve  will  result  in  them  moving  in  opposite 
directions.  If, for example, einployineilt levels and wages have both tended to increase 
over  time,  we  can  conclude that  outward  shifts  in  the  labour  demand  curve  have 
dominated ally shifts in the supply curve. 
An important ineasureineilt  issue wl~icll  arises here is the treatment  of the wage.  In 
standard one-sector expositions, the relevant wage is "tlle" real wage WP,  where W is the nominal wage and P is the price of the good.  However, when there is more than 
one sector, this choice is not clear.  The real wage relevant to the demand for labour in 
sector i is Wiff;,  where Wi  and Pi are, respectively,  .the nominal  wage paid  in that 
sector, and the price of that sector's product.  However, for labour supply decisions, the 
relevant  real  wage is Wiff, where P is  a general price  index i.e., an average  of all 
prices.  Another problein is that we want to abstract froin outward shifts in the labour 
demand  curve  due  to  productivity  iinproveinents  (which will  tend  to  increase real 
wages, however measured) and outward  shifts in  the  supply curve due to population 
increases (which will tend to reduce real wages). 
The  secoild  problein  can  be  resolved  by  deflating  the  industry  real  wage  by  an 
economy-wide  real  wage,  so  that  shifts  in  the  deinaild  and  supply  curves  lead  to 
changes in  relative real  wages.  We resolve  the  first problem  by  assuming that  the 
relevant real wage is that which  detenniiles labour supply, implying that  the relative 
real wage is equal to the relative noiniilal wage.25  Under this assumption, the demand 
curve for labour is shifted by  changes in  relative  product  prices.  A decrease in the 
relative price of manufactures, for example, will lead to an inward shift of the labour 
demand curve in that sector. 
Figures 21 and 22 show scatter plots of wages and einployineilt froin  1976 to  1991 in 
selected sectors of the economy, for inen and women, respectively.  The wage, shown 
on the vertical  axis of each figure, is the relative hourly nominal wage, as discussed 
above.  Employment,  shown  on  the  horizontal  axis,  is  constnlcted  as  total  hours 
worked in each industry divided by total hours worked in the economy. 
25  The relative real wage is (W;/P)/(W/P),  which is equal to WiM, where W is the average nominal 
wage.  We  construct  this  as a  fixed  weight  average  of  all  sectoral  wages,  with  the  weights 
determined by relative employment levels in 1976. Figure 21: Employment vs. Hourly Wage - Males 
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Source: The Labour Force :  Al~~tralia,  ABS Crat. No. 6203.0, Weekly Earr1irlg.s of Employees 
(Distrib~ltiorl)  :  Az~stralia,  ABS Cat. No. 631  0.0. Some interesting patterns are apparent.  The first panel of Figure 21 shows that male 
mailufacturiilg hours, as a proportioil  of total hours, declined significantly from 1  976, 
with two separate trends occurriilg  in relative wage levels.  The first, from  1976 to 
1983,  saw relative  mailufacturiilg  wages  iilcrease  (implying  an  inward  shift  in  the 
labour supply curve), while relative mailufacturii~g  wages fell quite sharply from 1983 
to 199  1, implying an inward shift of the demand curve.26 
In  sharp  contrast,  coilsider  the  relative  wage  and  einployinent  levels  of  males  in 
finance, shown in the second panel.  The iilcrease in einployinent is quite evident, as is 
the increase in wages siilce 1983, coinciding, and no doubt caused by, the deregulatioil 
of the finailcia1 system and property boom of the  1980s.  Community services in the 
third pailel also saw a large relative iilcrease in inale employment.  However, wages in 
this sector tended to fall, suggesting a shift in labour supply rather than demand.  The 
final  panel  of  Figire 21 shows steadily  decliilil~g  einployinent in  agriculture,  and  a 
volatile relative  wage, possibly  due to  inward shifts of both the deinaild  and  supply 
fiinctions.27 
The  first  pailel  of  Figure  22  shows  a  fall  in  the  hours  worked  by  woineil  in 
manufacturing, but unlike men, an iilcrease in wages over the 1980s.  This suggests the 
doininance of supply factors rather than demand.  Why this occurred is not  obvious, 
although the ii~creasii~g  attractiveiless of einployineilt in other sectors is a possibility. 
26  It is interesting to note that this decline in  relative manufacturing wages coincided  precisely with 
the operation  of the Prices and  Incomes Accord, one of the undesirable  consequences of which is 
supposed  to be  its  inability  to  deliver  the  relative  wage  movements  necessary  for  the  efficient 
working of the labour market.  As Figures 21 and  22 show, changes to relative wages can occur 
under  a regime of centralised  wage fixation.  Of course,  it  is  always possible  to argue that  even 
greater relative wage movements would  have occurred  in  the absence of the Accord, but this is a 
difficult proposition to test. 
27  These facts are also  consistent  with  a  model  in which  increases  in  agricultural  productivity, 
together  with  falls  in  the  relative  price  of  agricultural  goods,  produce  a  fall  in  agricultural 
employment.  Such a model is outlined in the Appendix 1 and is broadly consistent with two stylised 
facts: the large increases in  agricultural productivity (see Table 4) and a decline in  Australia's  terms 
of trade (Foster and Stewart 1991, p29). The  following  pailel  sllows  the  large  increase  in  einploymeilt  and  wage  levels  of 
women in finance, again no  doubt due to the effects of fillailcia1 deregulation and the 
property  boom.  It  is possible  that  woinen  moved  from inailufacturing to  finance, 
attracted by  higher  wage  levels  brought  about  by  the  outward  shift in  deinaild for 
workers  in  the  fiilailce sector.  (It  is also  possible  that  woinen  were  attracted  into 
finance froin outside the labour force, making the wage lower than it would otherwise 
have been.  However,  since the net  effect  of  these  moves  was  a clear  increase in 
finance  sector  wages,  demand  factors  must  have  beell  doininant.)  The  relative 
decrease in female einployinent in wholesale and retail trade, shown in the third panel 
appears to have been due to both demand and supply shifts, reflected in the volatile 
wage.  The saine appears to be true of einployinent in coimnunity services. 
In Table 4 we show average growth rates of output, einployineilt and hours worked for 
all sectors, over five periods.  These periods are 1966167 to  197317428, a time of strong 
ecoilomic growth and very low unemployment; 1974 to  198  1, a period of weak growth 
and a steadily rising uileinployineilt rate; the two recessioils 1982-1  983 and 1990-1  99 1, 
which saw very rapid increases in  unemployment, and  1984-1989, a period of strong 
output and einployineilt growth, and a steadily but  slowly falling unemployment rate. 
The major poiilts of interest are129 
the very large growth rates in manufacturing productivity during the two periods of 
expansion.  From  1966167 to  1973174, manufacturing output grew on average by 
5.8 per cent per year, while einployineilt and hours each grew by only 1.7 per cent 
per year.  Froin  1984 to  1989, ailllual output growth averaged 4.4 per cent, while 
growth  in  employment and  hours  averaged  oilly  1.3 per  cent  and  2.3 per  cent, 
respectively; 
z8  We use financial rather than calendar years for this period because the data are available only on a 
financial year basis until August 1974. 
29  When calculating industry output, the Australian Bureau of Statistics mainly  uses employment 
data  from  the  Survey  of E~nployrnent and  Earnings;  by  construction,  labour  productivity  in 
community  services,  finance,  and  public  administration  and  defence  is  zero.  Because  all  our 
employment data come from the Labour Force Survey, our productivity  measures  in  these three 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 the  large growth in productivity  in  1984-1989 in  electricity,  gas  and water, and 
transport, storage and cornmuilication which contiilued in  1990-1991.  In contrast, 
output per employee in these sectors fell over 1982-1  983.  This difference probably 
reflects the coinmercialisatioi~  of many  govenunent-owned business  enterprises in 
recent years; 
large falls in output, einployinent and hours worked occurred in manufacturing and 
coilstructioil  during  the  two  recessions,  1982-1  983  and  1990-1  99  1.  However, 
unlike  manufacturing,  employmeilt  in  construction  grew  stroilgly  fiom  1984  to 
1989; 
agricultural productivity grew stroilgly in most periods; and 
. productivity  in  iniiliilg  grew  exceptionally  stroilgly  during  the  two  periods  of 
expansion,  1966167  to  1973174  and  1984  to  1989. However,  this  growth  was 
probably  driven by  capital acc~~m~~lation,  and the iniiliilg sector is, in  ally  case, a 
relatively small part of the econolny, especially in employment. 
The  sectoral  shares of  output,  einploymeilt  and  hours  worked,  in  each  period,  are 
shown in Table 5.  The declilliilg iinportailce of manufacturing and agriculture is quite 
apparent, as is .the increasing iinportance of -the service sectors. 
4.1 Manufacturing 
We now tun1 to a inore detailed ailalysis of ma~lufacturing,  the oilly sector, apart fioin 
agriculture, where  einployineilt has been falling,  in absolute  tenns, over -the past  20 
years.  Table 6 shows that, within the inailufacturiilg sector, the growth rates of output, 
employmeilt and productivity have been far fioin unifonn.  For example, betweell  1984 
and 1989, productivity growth in the transport equipineilt iildustry was very small.  On 
the other hand, outp~~t  growth in basic inetal products averaged 4.3 per cent per year, 
while einploymeilt  fell by  1.8 per  cent per year.  Very  large  productivity  gains also 
occurred in paper, non-metallic  inillera1 products and fabricated inetal products.  This 
period of high productivity growth followed a savage reduction in  einployinent during 
,the recessioil of 1982-83, especially in the metals industries. Table 6: Average Annual Growth Rates of Output (Q) and Employment (E) in 
Manufacturing 
1977-  198  1  1982- 1983  1984 -1989  1990 -1991 
Sector  Q  E  Q  E  Q  E  Q  E 
Food  1  .O  -2.5  -0.2  3.6  3.1  0.6  3.0  -3.9 
Textiles  1.4  -2.9  -5.4  -6.9  5.2  1.5  0.3  -6.5 
C&F  0.7  -0.2  -2.0  -2.7  1.7  0.0  -10.1  -6.5 
Wood  1  .O  2.8  -5.1  -4.9  5.0  4.0  -6.7  -6.7 
Paper  3.9  1.3  -1.8  2.2  6.5  1.5  -2.0  -1.6 
CP&C  3.2  -0.6  -0.5  -4.9  3.1  0.9  0.8  -5.1 
NMP  0.9  -1.4  -7.3  -3.3  5.6  1.0  -14.0  0.7 
BMP  3.4  2.9  -5.1  -8.5  4.3  -1.8  -3.9  -5.3 
FMP  4.5  0.3  -10.0  -6.8  6.8  2.5  -1.5  -3.2 
Transport  0.3  -2.1  -2.9  -9.6  2.6  2.0  -14.0  -8.3 
Other M  2.1  -0.3  -10.7  -10.9  5.2  1.2  -4.4  -2.7 
Misc  3.5  -0.6  -4.7  0.0  5.6  2.8  -5.6  -3.3 
Total  2.1  -0.4  -4.4  -4.4  4.4  1.3  -3.5  -4.3 
Food  is Food, Beverages  and  Tobacco; C&F is  Clothing and Footwear; Wood is Wood,  Wood 
Products and Furniture; Paper is Paper, etc, Printing and Publishing; CP&C is Chemical, Petroleum 
and Coal Products; NMP is Non-Metallic Mineral Products; BMP is Basic Metal Products; FMP is 
Fabricated Metal Products; Transport is Transport Equipment; Other M is Other Machinery; Misc 
is Miscellaneous. 
Source: The Lahoilr Force :  Az~stralia,  ABS Cat. No. 6203.0, Azlstralial~  Natiorlal Accoznlt.~,  Gross 
Product, Employn~etrt  at~d  Hor~rs  Worked, AHS Cat. No. 5222.0. We noted above that the reductioil in male manufacturing einployinent since 1983 was 
probably due to a reductioil in deinaild for manufacturing workers.30  One explailation 
for .this decline, quite cormnoil in popular discussions, is that technological innovation 
has  reduced  the  demand for manufacturing workers.  At  first  glance  this  seems  an 
unlikely explanation, because the way in which teclmology is usually modelled results 
in increased output for all coinbiilatioils of inputs to production and therefore leads to 
increased, not decreased, employment in the teclu~ologically  improved sector. 
However, in Appendix 2 we describe a two-sector general equilibrium model in which 
labour-saving tecl~~ological  progress in the capital-intensive sector, e.g. manufacturing, 
call  lead  to  a  reductioil  jn  einployineilt  in  that  sector,  provided  the  elasticity  of 
substitutioil  in  production  between  capital  and  labour  in  each  sector is  sufficiently 
small.  We know of no coilviilciilg evidence one way or the other on this question. 
Another explanation, curreillly popular in some circles, is that reductions in tariffs and 
other trade barriers on imported inailufactures caused coiltractions in  the  output  and 
employmeilt  in  some  inailufacturiilg industries.  In  Table  7  we  show  changes  in 
einployineilt  and  effective  protectioil  in  the  manufacturing  sector.  Two points  are 
immediately apparent.  The first is that most of the job losses in manufacturing, over 
the period  1976 to  1991, occurred during the recession years  1982-1983 and  1990- 
199  1. In some industries, in fact, over 100 per cent of net job losses over the extended 
period  occurred  during  ,those four  years.  The  secoild  point  is  that  there  was  no 
significant  reductioil  in  effective  protectioil  during  'this  time;  indeed,  effective 
assistance actually increased in some cases.  We therefore find it difficult to conclude 
that  the  reductioil  in  manufacturing  einployineilt  was  simply  caused  by  declining 
industry assistance. 
30  We also noted that the relative reduction  in female manufacturing employment was probably due 
to an  inward  shift of the supply curve.  The maleldemand  effect  dominates,  however,  due to the 
much  larger  size  of  the  male  manufacturing  labour  force.  Between  1973  and  1991  total 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 The decline in  ~nailufacturiilg  einploymeilt might, however, be associated with the 
fall in iildustly assistailce in another sense.  Table 7 shows that most of the falls in 
manufacturiilg  employineilt  have  occurred  during  recessions,  and  that  .these falls 
have been largely pennanent.31  That is, we think that in addition to being periods of 
temporarily  slow  aggregate  ecoiloinic  activity,  recessioils  are  also  periods  of 
accelerated structural change.  Viewed in this light, the slow fall in uneinployment 
following a recessioil is readily explainable.  While the purely cyclical increase in 
uilemployinent is eveiltually reversed, the recession-induced structural adjustment is 
not. 
The data suggest that this structiual adjustineilt has iilvolved a pennaneilt change in 
the compositioil  of aggregate employment,  away fioin inailufacturing and towards 
services.  However, the new jobs  have not been filled by  manufacturing  workers 
who  have  lost their jobs  in  the recessioil  but  by  new  eiltrailts to  the  workforce. 
There is no obvious theoretical reasoil for this to be the case, but it is possible that 
these new jobs have characteristics (e.g. are part-time)  and require skills that  are 
more  suited  to  these  new  entrants  (such  as  womeil  re-entering  the  workforce). 
Declines in industry assistance facilitate Illis structural change. 
We are unaware of ally fonnal theoiy in  the business cycle literature that models 
this structural adjustinent process exactly; however some interesting recent papers 
by Caballero and Hailmour (1 991) and Hall (1  99  1 a, 1991  b) highlight some of the 
iinportailt  inecl~anisms  that  could  be  at  work.  These papers  view  recessions  as 
periods of ecoiloinic reorgailisatioil and renewal, an idea first articulated by Joseph 
Schumpeter (1  939)32. 
3l This observation is based on only one observation, the period  1984 to 1989, and so needs to 
be treated with some caution.  However, we argue below that there are good reasons to believe 
that the loss of manufacturing employment in the current recession will not be recovered at a later 
stage. 
32  A  related  literature  deals  with  the  interaction  between  aggregate  disturbances  and  sectoral 
productivity  shocks.  Davis  and  Haltiwanger  (1990)  investigate  the  connection  between  the 
heterogeneity  of establishment-level einploy~nent  changes  and  aggregate  employment  fluctuations 
over  the  cycle.  They  construct  a  theoretical  model  which  suggests  how  both  aggregate  and 
allocative disturbances  can  drive fluctuations  in job  creation, job  destruction, productivity,  output 
and  unemployment.  Their  empirical  analysis  indicates  that  allocative  disturbances  were  very 
important  in the  determination  of these variables in U.S. manufacturing  over  the  period  1972 to 
1986.  See also Davis and Haltiwanger (1992), Aghion and Saint-Paul (1991) and Saint-Paul (1992). In  the  model  of  Caballero  and  Harmnour,  product  units  embodying  the  latest 
techniques  are  continuously  being  created,  while  obsolescent  units  are  being 
destroyed.  Deinaild falls during a recession, leading to an increase in the rate of 
destruction  and  a  decrease  in  the  rate  of  creation;  the  extent  to  which  demand 
fluctuatioils are accoinmodated along either margin depends on the costs of creation. 
This model is applied to U.S. data on gross labour market flows in manufacturing 
with the result that the rate of job destruction is found to be much inore responsive 
to changes in  activity than the rate of job  creation, and that output fluctuations are 
asymmetric  -  coiltractioils  in  output  are  sharper  and  more  short-lived  than 
expansions.  However, these asyrmnetries are smoothed by the rate of job  creation, 
which is more respoilsive to expailsioils in activity .than contractions.  The rate of 
job  creation, therefore, is roughly syrmnetric around its mean.  Job destruction, on 
the other hand, amplifies the asyrmnetries of the output cycle, and so the net effect 
of the business  cycle on  einployineilt  is asyilunetric: unemployment rises  sharply 
during a recessioil but falls oilly slowly during the expansioilary phase of the cycle. 
In  Hall's  model  of  business  cycles,  recessioils  provide  a  favourable  time  to 
reorgailise and undertake productivity-improving activities because the opportunity 
costs of doing so are temporarily  low.  Central to this model  is  the  concept  of 
agglomeratioil  externalities,  the  idea  that,  because  there  are  coinpleinentarities 
associated with both production  and reorganisation, ecoiloinic activity  takes place 
more efficiei~tly  in coilceiltrated periods of time and space. 
These models  lead to the view  that  recessioils  are tiines  of "cleaning up", when 
outmoded tecluliques and products are purged froin the ecoiloinic system.  They do 
not  directly  address the  issue  of  recessioils  as periods  of  accelerated  structural 
change, but it  is not  difficult to see how the models could be so extended.  For 
example, the model of Caballero and Hainmour could be extended to two sectors, 
with variatioils in deinaild leading to adjustment along four margins - the rates of job 
creation and destnlctioil in each of the two sectors.33 
33  Another class of models which can explain the asymmetric behaviour of U.S. manufacturing 
employment has been recently developed by Cabellero and Engle (1991, 1992a, 1992b). In these 
models economic agents at the microeconomic level  make infrequent, but  large, adjustments  in 
response to random shocks.  (Formally, Cabellero and Engle characterise behaviour  in  terms of 
an adjustment hazard hnction;  the probability of adjustment increases the larger is the deviation 
of  a  variable  from  its  targeted  value.)  These  models  are  then  used  to  generate  aggregate 
dynamics with properties that are consistent with the data, such as gross employment flows in US 
manufacturing.  Conceivably,  models  of this  type  could  also  be  used  to  explain  how  large These types of the models address the propagation mechanism of recessions, but not 
.the issue  of the  shocks which  initiate  the  cycle.  This  is  one  of the  most  hotly 
debated issues in modern macroeconoinics,  with a consensus view  emerging that 
both  nominal  and  real  shocks  are  einpirically  important,  though  their  relative 
significance  is  still  a  matter  of  debate  (King  et  al,  1991).  The  shock  which 
precipitated  the  1982-83 recession is often thougllt to be the large wage increases 
which occurred in the metals industries in previous two years, with these increases 
(especially the  wage package  of December  1981) acting as a  catalyst  for wage 
increases in the rest of the economy (Treasury, 1982).34  In Table 8, we show some 
of the increases in real wages in the metals' industries that occurred between  1980 
and  1982.  It  is perhaps  not  unreasonable  to  coilclude  .that the  massive  fall  in 
employinent in these industries in the ensuing recession was associated with these 
increases  in  real  wages,  which  did  not  appear  to  be  accompanied  by  any 
correspondillg  increases in  productivity.  However,  if our view  of recessioils  as 
periods of accelerated structural change is correct, these job losses probably would 
have  occurred  eventually  anyway.3j  In  this  sense, the  fundamental  cause  of  .the 
decline in  einployment  in  the  metals'  industries  in  the  early  1980s was ongoiilg 
structural change in the economy; the prior increase in real wages was the proxiinate 
cause which largely determined the pace of that chauge.36 
negative shocks, such as recessions,  can lead to changing structural behaviour in  firms, and the 
consequent implications for sectoral and aggregate employment. 
34  Other factors, such as the world-wide recession and the rural drought, were also important in 
determining the length and severity of this recession. 
35  BHP Steel, for example, used the recession of 1982-83 as a catalyst for modernising its plant 
and equipment, and especially for labour shedding; it now employs about one-third the number of 
workers than  it  did  before  the recession.  It seems reasonable to speculate that these changes 
would probably have occurred anyway over the 1980s, but, in  the absence of the wage rises of 
1980-82  and  subsequent  fall  in  economic  activity,  would  not  have  occurred  in  such  a 
concentrated period of time. 
We are not, however, asserting that the recession of 1982-83 was, apart from the international 
influences and the drought, in any sense unavoidable,  much less desirable.  A good deal of the 
lost output and employment in this recession could probably have been avoided in  the absence of 
the generalised wage increases of the previous two years. Table 8: National Average Wages for Metal IndustryIMetal Trades Award 
Members 1980-1982 
Classification  1980  1982  Real 
$  $  Increase 
(per cent) 
Toolmaker  232.85  299.50  6.3 
Fitter  228.40  3 13.20  13.3 
Boilermaker  225.30  308.90  13.3 
Welder - I st  Class  222.90  306.90  13.8 
Machinist - 1st Class  218.60  288.20  9.0 
Notes:  These  figures  do  not  include  the  June  1982 Metals  Industries  Award  increase;  the 
estimated real increases are based on the 2 1 per cent increase in the CPI between March 1980 and 
March 1982. 
Source:  Amn1gnn1ntc.d  Met&  Workers nilJ Shipwrights' Ui~ioi~,  Nntioilal Wnges arrd  CoilJitioi~s 
Szrrvey, Jlrile 1982. 
4.2 Persistence in Unemployment: Sectoral Evidence 
To complete this section, we preseilt data on  sectoral unemployment.  These data, 
together with those on einploymeilt by sector, duration and participation presented 
earlier in the paper, allow us to deduce the principal stn~ctural  causes of persistence 
in  Australian unemployment.  Uneinployed people are defined as beloilgillg to  the 
sector in which .they were last employed fiill-time, provided that einploymeilt was in 
the previous two years.37 
Figure 23 shows the very long tenn uileinployed (those unemployed for greater than 
104 weeks), the inajor sectors, and the new eiltrailts to the fiill-time labour force, as 
compoileilts of the aggregate inale and aggregate feinale uileinployineilt rates. 
37  The very long term unelnployed are therefore excluded from the sectoral une~nployment  data, 
as  are  new  entrants  to  the  labour  force,  such  as  school  leavers,  and  unemployed  part-time 
workers. Figure 23: Decomposition of Unemployment Rates: 1978-1991 
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Note: NEVER EMP is never employed fbll-time, 104+ is unemployed for over two years, CMS is 
Community  Services,  WRT  is  Wholesale  and  Retail  Trade,  MFG  is  Manufacturing, CNS  is 
Construction and  OTHER is  all  other unemployed people classified by  industries which  are not 
given separately. 
Source: The Labour Force: Australia. ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. Consider the unemployment rate of men.  During the recession of 1982-83 it peaked 
at just under 10 per cent in 1983; by 1987 it had fallen to about eight per cent, still 
three percentage points above the rate in  1981.  Interestingly, the tluee sectors that 
account for over 70 per cent of inale uneinploymeilt - manufacturing, construction, 
and  wholesale  and retail  trade,  appear  to  have  contributed,  between  them,  only 
about 20 per cent of persistence. 
The  sectors  labelled  "other"  (principally  agriculture,  finance  and  recreation) 
contribute about one third of persistence, despite their much smaller contribution to 
total  unemployment.  (The sectoral  contributions to total  unemployinent  of those 
who have worked full-time  in  the  last  two years  call be  seen in  Table  9.)  The 
persistence of agricultural  uneinployineilt  call be easily seen in Figure  24,  which 
plots  the  number  of  people  unemployed  in  each  sector.  Unemployinent  in 
agriculture  in  the  1980s  hardly  fell  froin  its  1983  peak;  since  agricultural 
employmeilt was also flat, the agricultural unemployment rate was very persistent. 
The  source of the  increased  coiltributions to  total  persistence  froin  fiilailce  and 
recreation is their increased relative importance in the economy as a whole. 
Slightly less than half the persistence in  inale  unemployment  has come froin  two 
categories which are not sector-specific.  These are the very long term unemployed, 
and those unemployed people who have never held a full-time job or have been out 
of the filll-time labour force for at least two years.  The latter is partly due to the 
increased difficulties school leavers have in finding einploymeilt: in  1987, 18.0 per 
cent  of  15-19 year old inales were uneinployed, coinpared  with  11.2 per  cent  in 
1981.38 
Given  .the negligible  growth  in  manufacturing  einployment  it  is  puzzliilg  that 
persisteilce  ill  manufacturing is not  ineasured  to be much  larger than  it  is.  One 
possible explanation is that former inanufacturing workers tend to leave the labour 
force in large numbers, given the rather poor job prospects ill their sector.  Another 
is that they accouilt for a large proportion of the very long tenn unemployed.  We 
have no way of lcnowing .this for sure, since the very long term unemployed are not 
classified by sector. 
38  Foster and Stewart (1991), Table 4.16. Figure 24: Unemployment by Sector: 1978-1991 
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Source: The Labo~ir  Fot.ce :  Alistralia, ABS Cat. No. 6203.0. Table 9: Distribution of Unemployment by Sector 
Percentage of Total 
Males 
Sector  1978-8  1  1982-83  1984-89  1990-9  1 
Manufacturing  28.9  30.2  25.9  25.7 
Construction  18.0  18.7  15.0  19.0 
WRT  20.4  19.0  19.8  19.6 
Agriculture  7.9  6.9  7.4  6.8 
Recreation  6.3  6.4  7.9  6.7 
Finance  3.3  3.8  4.6  6.4 
Other  15.2  15.0  19.4  15.8 
Total  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
Females 
Sector  1978-8  1  1982-83  1984-89  1990-9  1 
Manufacturing  20.7  20.3  16.3  17.3 
Com~n  Sew  15.9  15.5  17.5  14.7 
WRT  30.4  30.8  29.1  28.4 
Recreation  14.4  14.4  15.3  14.6 
Finance  7.2  7.8  8.3  11.2 
Other  11.4  21.2  13.5  13.8 
Total  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
Notes:  The numbers  in  the table  are the  proportions  of those who  are unemployed  and  have 
worked full-time in  the last two years, accounted for by  each  sectoral component.  Therefore, 
"other" includes all those who were employed fill-time in  the past two years in a sector which has 
not been included separately. See Table 4 for sectoral abbreviations. 
Source: The Laholrr Force :  A~rstrali~r,  ABS Cat. No. 6230.0. However, in Table 10 we show the proportioil of those uneinployed for between one 
and two years accounted for by  each sector. We can see that fonner inailufacturing 
workers  are  disproportioilately  represented  in  this  group39.  Assuining  that  this 
pattern is repeated ainong the very long tenn unemployed, we have some evidence, 
albeit weak, that the persistence of inale unemployinent is partly due to the inability 
of displaced mailufacturiilg workers to find employineilt elsewhere ill the economy. 
Also disproportioilately represented are displaced workers froin wl~olesale  and retail 
trade.  This is  also  puzzling, since einployineilt growth in  this sector was strong 
after  the  1982-83 recession.  However,  most  of  this  growth  was  in  part-time 
employment; it  would appear that these jobs were largely filled by  eiltrailts to this 
sector rather thail fonner f~~ll-time  employees. 
Table 10: Proportion of Unemployed with Durations between One and Two 
Years by Sector: 1978-1991 
Agriculture  3.3  Fiilailce  2.6 
Manufacturing  17.3  Public  2.7 
Constn~ction  7.0  Coimn Serv  4.1 
WRT  13.9  Recreation  5.5 
TSC  3.0  Other Sectors  1.8 
Notes: See Table 4  for sectoral abbreviations.  Note also that  only 60% of those unemployed 
between one and two years can be classified by  sector, the remainder being those who have not 
worked full time in the last two years. 
Sozn.ce:  The Labo~ir  Force: Awfmlin,  ABS Cnf.  No. 6203.0. 
The  bottom  panel  of  Figure  23  decomposes  feinale  uneinployment.  It  is 
iimnediately apparent that persisteilce is less of a problein for women; by  1987, 60 
per  cent  of the  increase in  feinale uileinploymeilt (from its  trough  in  1981) had 
wouild back, coinpared with 40 per cent for men.  It is also apparent that the bulk of 
feinale uilemployineilt comes froin wornell who are enteriilg the workforce or have 
not been worlting fi~ll-time. This category also coiltributes most to .the persisteilce 
39  Over the period  1978-1991, former manufacturing workers accounted for 17.3 per cent of those 
unemployed  between one and two years,  and  nearly  25 per  cent  of previously  employed  full-time 
workers.  However, over the same period manufacturing workers accounted for only 20 per cent of 
the fully employed work force. of feinale uneinployinent.  There appears to be little or no sectoral persistence; this 
observation is confinned by the lower panel of Figure 24. 
The data therefore suggest that persistence in  feinale unemployment is not driven by 
the sectoral mismatch which seeins to cl-laracterise, to a large extent, tl-le persistence 
in  male unemployment.  This conclusion is supported by tl-le fact that high median 
unemployment durations, which decline slowly, do not  appear to be as much  of a 
problem  for  women  as  for  men.  The  sectoral  data  are  consistent  with  our 
conclusions based on the gross flow data: feinale full-time uneinployment fell only 
slowly  over  the  recovery  period  1984 to  1989 because  the  increases  in  feinale 
employment were largely offset by increases in labour supply.40  Further evidence 
for this  hypothesis  is the  slight  increase in  feinale  unemployment  in  coimnunity 
services during this period,  despite the very large increases in employment in that 
sector. 
5. EVALUATION AND SUMMARY 
This  paper  l-las  examined  the  evolution  of  Australia11  einployinei~t and 
ui~einployment  in an attempt to answer two questions: why has the equilibrium rate 
of uneinployinent increased  so much  in tl-le past  two decades, and  why  does the 
unemployineilt  rate rise  so sl-larply dilring recessions, but  fall  oilly slowly in  the 
ensuing period of econoinic growth? 
The answer to the first q~~estion  is that the economy was hit by a number of shocks 
during the mid  1970s, to which it was incapable of fillly adjusting.  These shocks 
led  to  declines in  elnployinent in  some key  sectors, especially manufacturing  and 
constn~ction,  but tl-le slack was not taken up by expansion elsewhere.  The general 
slowdown in  employment  gowth led  to  a  sharp  rise  in  uileinployinellt  duration, 
which has not since bee11  reversed. 
111  answer to tl-le second question, tl-le sources of persistence  appear to be different 
for woinen and men.  The persistence of feinale ui-leinployinent is allnost entirely 
supply driven: einployinent growth has been strong, but so has been the growth of 
40  Feinale employment grew by 27 per cent over the six years to 1989, allnost double the growth 
rate of male employment.  Over the same period, however, the female participation rate increased 
from 44 per cent to 5 1 per cent, while the male particpation rate fell slightly. the female labour force.  The persisteilce of male uneinploymeilt  appears to have 
been due, in large measure, to sectoral inisinatcl~.  Male uneinployment was slow to 
fall  over .the 1980s because  most  of the  einployment  growth occurred  in  sectors 
where woinen are dominant (such as coinmunity services); moreover, inucl~  of this 
growth was in part-tiine jobs, which again are mainly filled by women.  Long term 
uneinployment of men, as a result, has becoine a serious problem.  For woinen, this 
problein is not so apparent, largely because woinen have a inucl~  greater tendency 
than men  to leave the  labour force rather  than  remain  unemployed  for  extended 
periods of time.  Consistent with these facts is a view of recessions as periods of 
accelerated  stnictural  change;  for  example,  the  general  slowdown  in  activity  in 
1982-83  led  a  permanent  decline  in  employmeilt  in  most  of the  manufacturing 
sector, and the same inay be tnie of the current recession. 
Associated with these structural changes has been a large increase in the proportion 
ofjobs that are held by part-tiine workers.  This change has reinforced the rise in the 
eq~iilibriuin  unemployment rate as part-tiine workers are much inore likely, over any 
given period of time, to becoine uneinployed than full-time workers.  Although there 
has been no trend increase in the rate of inflow to unemployment  froin either full- 
time  or  part-tiine  einployment,  the  coinpositional  shift  towards  part-time 
employineilt has increased the entry rate illto uneinployment  for the economy as a 
whole. 
We conclude by noting that further large falls in full-time employment, especially of 
men, have occurred in  the current recession.  Most ominously, as in  1982-83, .the 
stnictural  changes  associated  with  this  recession  have  led  to  a  sharp  fall  in  the 
probability  of uneinployed inen finding a fiill-time job.  If past  experience is any 
guide, .this fall will not be reversed during ,the recovery.  It appears that persistently 
high levels of uneinployment  will be a feature of the Australian econoiny for inany 
years to come. APPENDIX  1:  A  MODEL  OF EMPLOYMENT AND  PRODUCTIVITY  IN 
AGRICULTURE 
As discussed in  the text, rapidly rising productivity, falling employment,  and falling 
terms  of  trade  have  been  promillent  recent  features  of  the  Australian  agricultural 
sector.  These stylised facts are consistent with the followiilg model. 
Suppose the economy consists of two sectors, agriculture and services.  The mobility 
of labour ensures that the real wages are equal across sectors; moreover,  the labour 
market is coinpetitive and .the real wages are equal to the marginal product of labour, 
and all labour is employed.  This econoiny is depicted in Figure A1 .l. The demand for 
labour in  the  service  sector is shown by  the  curve MPLs,  the  marginal  product  of 
services,  while  the  deinaild  for  labour  in  agriculture  is  shown  by  the  curve 
MPLa.Pa/Ps,  which  is  the  value  of  the  marginal  product  of  labour  in  agriculture 
divided by the price of services.  Equilibrium is at point  1, the iiltersection of tlie two 
curves.  Employinent in agriculture is Eal and is Esl in  services.  The real wage, in 
terms of the price of services, is (W/Ps)l, in both sectors. 
Figure Al.l:  Two Sector Economy - Agriculture and Services 
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4 Suppose there is an increase in the marginal productivity of agricultural labour.  The 
demand for labour curve shifts out (away from Oa origin) to MPL,'.  The real wage 
increases  in  agriculture,  and  draws  labour  away  froin  the  service  sector.  A  new 
equilibrium is established at point 2, with more labour employed in agriculture and less 
in  services.  Suppose, however, that  in addition to this increase  in productivity,  the 
price  of  agricultural goods falls relative  to  the price  of  services.  The  demand  for 
labour  in  the  agric~rltural  sector  sbifts back  to  MPL',.P,'/P~,  as  the  value  of  the 
marginal  product  of  labour  falls.  Equilibrium  is  established  at  point  3,  with 
employment  levels  Ea3  and  Es3  in  the  two  sectors.  Compared  to  the  original 
equilibrium, einployinent in agriculture is lower, productivity is higher, and the relative 
price of agric-crltural goods has fallen. 
APPENDIX  2:  A  MODEL  OF  EMPLOYMENT AND  PRODUCTIVITY  IN 
MANUFACTURING 
Like  agriculture, the  manufacturing sector has  been  characterised  by  rapidly  rising 
productivity and falling employment.  Unlike agriculture, however, the relative price of 
manufactures has not been generally falling, and so the inodel outlined in Appendix 1 
caimot be used to explain the patten] of employment and productivity in that sector.  In 
this appendix, we outlii~e  a inodel with two factors (labour and capital) and two sectors 
(manufacturing  and  services)  in  which  labour-saving  t eclmological progress  in  the 
capital-intensive sector (assumed to be inailufacturing) leads to decreased employment 
in manufacturing, provided the elasticity of substitutioil in production  in each of the 
two sectors is not too large. 
Case 1:  No Factor Substitution in Either Sector 
To begin, we assume a fixed-coefficient (Leontief) production function in  each sector 
i.e., there is no possibility of substituting one factor for another as relative factor prices 
change.  This is shown in Figure A2.1.  The two isoquants, labelled inailufacturiilg and 
services, reflect our assumption that manufacturing is relatively capital-intensive.  The 
slopes of the two rays OM and OS are the degree of capital illtensity in manufacturing 
and services, respectively.  The equilibrium factor price ratio, labelled wlr, is tangent 
to each of the two isoquants.# 
#  Strictly speaking, since Leontief production fbnctions are not differentiable, the tangent does not 
exist. Suppose  a  labour-saving  teclmological  innovation  occurs  in  manufacturing.  The 
manufacturiilg isoquant will shift to the left, such that, to produce a given output, less 
labour is required  in  combillation with  the  same amount of capital.  The  capital  to 
labour ratio increases to OM' and the wage-rental ratio falls to (wlr)'. 
The distribution of factors between the sectors is shown in  Figure A2.2.  The initial 
equilibrium is at point  1, given by  the intersection of the two capital  intensity rays 
OlnM and 0,s.  Employment in manufacturing is OlnLm  and is therefore L - OmLm 
in  the  service  sector.  Similarly, OmKm capital is used in manufacturing,  and K  - 
OmKm capital  is  used  in  services.  The technological  innovation in  manufacturing 
increases  capital  intensity in  that  sector to  OmM',  unambiguously  decreasing  both 
einployinent of labour, to OlnLlnt and capital, to OlnKmt. 
Figure A2.1: No Factor Substitution 
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Case 2:  Factor Substitution in Manufacturing 
The result in Case 1 is unanbiguous oilly because of the special nature of the Leontief 
production function.  Suppose that the possibility  of substituting labour for capital in 
mailufacturiilg  now  exists.  This  situation  is  depicted  in  Figure  A2.3,  where  the 
isoquant in manufacturing now reflects the possibility of some factor substitution.  I11 
this case, the labour-saving tecll~~ological  change leads to a decrease in the capital to 
labour ratio in manufacturing.  The reasoil is that the illcipieilt excess supply of labour 
brought about by this teclmological iilllovation leads, as before, to a fall in the wage- 
rental  ratio.  However,  on  this  occasion  the  elasticity  of  factor  substitution  is 
sufficiently large for the net effect to be an  increase in the amount of labour, per unit 
of capital, that is employed in manufacturing. 
This call also be seen in Figire A2.4, which shows that both the elnployinent of capital 
and  labour  increases  in  manufacturing  in  this  case.  This  result  depends  on  .the 
elasticity of substitutioil in production being sufficiently large.  For a small elasticity, 
the net effect of the tecll~~ological  innovation and factor substitution will be, as in the 
Leontief case, to reduce einployinellt in manufacturing. Figure A2.3: No Factor Substitution in Services 
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Figure A2.4: No Factor Substitution in Services 
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Om  Lm'  Lm  Lm" Case 3: Factor Substitution in Services 
111  this third  and final  case we show ,that, even if there is no  factor substitution  in 
manufacturing, labour-saving tecl~nological  change can still lead to an increase in the 
employment of labour in that  sector, provided the elasticity of factor substitution  in 
services is sufficiently large. 
This case is illustrated in Figures A2.5 and A2.6.  In Figure A2.5 we can see that .the 
technological change in manufacturing leads, unainbig~ously,  to an increase in capital 
inteilsity in manufacturing, and a decrease in capital illtensity in services, as the fall in 
the wage-rental ratio induces a substitutioil of labour for capital in that sector. 
However, as we show ill Figure A2.6, the effect on the ainouilt of labour and capital 
employed in each sector is ambiguous.  Because the teclulological innovatioil increases 
capital intensity in manufacturing, the ray OlnM rotates to the left, to OlnM1. In terms 
of what happens in the service sector, there are three sub-cases to consider.  The first, 
which we do not illustrate, occurs when the elasticity of factor substitution in services 
is  small.  The qualitative result  is -the same as Case  1: less  labour  and  capital  is 
einployed in inallufacturing, and therefore inore of each factor is einployed in services. 
If this elasticity  is moderately  large, the  degree of  capital-intensity  in  services falls 
soinewl~at,  and the capital-intensity ray for the service sector rotates to  OsSt, with a 
new equilibrium being established at point 2. Einployinent of labour in inanufacturing 
falls froin OlnLln to OlnL1in, while e~nploy~neilt  of capital increases froin OlnKln  to 
OlnKmt.  However, if this elasticity is very large, the capital intensity ray rotates to, 
say, OsSU,  with equilibriun established at point 3.  In this case, einployineilt of labour 
in inanufact~~ring  increases to O,LMm,  despite the labour-saving teclulological  change 
and the absence of ally substitution of labour for capital in that  sector resulting from 
the fall in the wage-rental ratio. 
Thus, we liave shown that labour-saving teclulological progress does not nece.~sarily 
lead to less labour being einployed in the sector in which that teclulological  progress 
has taken place.  Whether it  does so is an  empirical question, which depends on the 
elasticity of factor substitutioil in each sector of the economy. REFERENCES 
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